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Industrialization has taken its toll on mother earth and with growing 
number of buildings cropping up around the world, it’s high time to 
give something back to nature... 

Being a part of the construction industry, gives us the perfect opportunity to improvise and 

innovate. Idealizing this, AAC blocks have been developed in the most eco-friendly manner, 

which can be compared to earth’s best creation – wood, in terms of its versatile usage, heat 

insulating capabilities, acoustics, light weight and workability. This is the most environment 

friendly production process. It does not consume valuable top soil which in turn does not 

pollute environment while baking with coal. This is a zero discharge process which only 

consumes large amount of Fly Ash.
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What is AAC ?



GERMAN TECHNOLOGY

£ COLLABORATION- AAC CONCEPTS, GERMANY AND SHANDONG DONGYUE, CHINA

£ ALL MACHINERY - SIEMENS MOTORS

£ BOILERS - THERMAX

£ ALL ELECTRIC INSTALLATION - SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC.

£ ELECTRIC GENERATION - CUMMINS.

£ WATER TREATMENT - PENTAIR.

£ MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENTS - VOLTAS, TOYOTA AND JCB.

£ SILOS AND ACCESSORIES - WAM INDIA AND COMPETENT. 

£ STATE OF ART BALL MILL WITH CAPABILITY TO GRIND TO 45 MICRONS WITH

 20% RETENTION.



green
technology

AAC mostly consists of Air (around 80%). This is achieved by using fly ash, 

lime and cement as the major raw material. Scientists figured out, lime and 

cement chemically reacts with aluminum to create millions of tiny air cells 

which gives AAC its unique properties.

This process is environment friendly with zero discharge in process. The 

blocks are baked in high pressure steam and temperature with controlled 

emission from State of Art Thermax Boilers.



High Strength

High pressure steam curing autoclaving process gives AAC unmatched strength to weight ratio, which 

far exceeds the Indian Building code requirements.

Light Weight

AAC blocks have a density range of 451 kg/cum to 750 kg/cum. This results in total cost savings as well as 

a faster construction period.

Cost Effective

Being lightweight, AAC drastically reduces the dead weight of building, resulting into reduction in 

steel (up to 20%) and cement (up to 25%) structural cost saving. Lighter product reduces transport costs 

as well being 15 times the size of a clay brick, AAC wall construction involves 1/15 of joints, thus an 

overall mortar saving up to 66 %.

Sound Proof

AAC walls have an excellent sound transmission class (STC) rating of 44. Which results to virtually 

soundproof interiors, which in turn provides Excellent Acoustic Performance.

Superior Durability

AAC blocks are highly durable and can bear adverse weather conditions. Furthermore, they are 

earthquake resistant. Being ultra-light weight helps AAC be long lasting. Regions of high seismic 

activity like Japan exclusively use AAC. As it has proven to withstand wind loads of category 5 tropical 

storms.

Fire Resistant

Best in class fire rating of 4 hours. The melting point of AAC is over 1600*c. more than twice the typical 

temperature in a building fire of 650*c.

Accurate Dimension

Its automatic manufacturing process gives AAC an exceptional dimensional accuracy & smooth surface, 

eliminating need of three-coat plaster walls and allowing for a final 6mm skim coat (putty/pop). Our 

AAC provides greater Design Versatility & Flexibility.

Thermal Insulation

It has highest thermal rating in the industry: R30! Thus, it provides well insulated interiors, keeping 

out warm air in summer and cold air in winters. AAC reduces Air conditioning cost upto 30%.

Workability

AAC blocks can be sawed, drilled, just like wood and hence they prove to be one of the most easy to use 

construction materials’. It facilitates easier fitting of plumbing, electrical and also wall fittings.

Eco Friendly

AAC is 100% Green Building Material & is a walling material of choice in LEED certified buildings. AAC is 

most energy & resource efficient in the sense that it uses least amount of energy & material per m3 of 

product. Unlike brick manufacturing process which uses previous top-layer agricultural soil, AAC 

uses FlyAsh (65% of its weight).

Termite & Insect Resistant

Solid wall construction and finishes which bond to the wall have no cavities for insects, termites or 

rodents to dwell in. This also eliminates entry points. Termites and ants do not eat or nest in AAC. 

Cannot be penetrated by termites or insects. Reduces need for pest control. Offers maximum protection 

against damage
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Ashtech Buildpro India Private Limited 
with renowned AAC brand ModCrete brings ModBond
Bond (Ready Mix Mortar for AAC Blocks)
 A time saver |  Cost Saver 
 Easier Application with superior adhesion 
 Eco Friendly and does not require water curing 

Adhesive for fixing AAC blocks
 Ready to mix |  Thin bed solution |  High bond strength |  Self-curing

Product Description: AAC BLOCK ADHESIVE Mod Bond is a factory prepared blend of carefully selected raw 

materials, Portland cement and graded aggregates and polymers. Designed for use with water to produce 
high strength thixotropic mortar, for laying aerated light weight concrete, fly ash bricks, cement hollow 
blocks, cellular concrete blocks or smoothing over the block work surface in layers of 3mm to  12mm 
thickness, that meet and exceed the requirements of National and International Standards. 

Thixotropic is a time-dependent shear thinning property. Certain gels or fluids that are thick (viscous) 
under static conditions will flow (become thin, less viscous) over time when shaken, agitated, or 
otherwise stressed (time dependent viscosity). 

Coverage: Approximately 200 sq.ft. per 50 kg bag when used at 2-3mm bed thickness. Normally, 30-35 

kg of adhesive is required for mounting one cubic meter AAC block in 2-3 mm thick mortar. Coverage 
is based on smoothness and evenness of the substrate, size of blocks used and the thickness of mortar 
used. 

Suitable Substrate

£ Aerated light weight blocks 
£ Concrete blocks
£ Cement mortar blocks/bricks
£ Concrete hollow blocks
£ Cellular concrete blocks
£ Fly Ash bricks

Package: 40 Kgs bag

Relevant Standards 

£ "EN: C1TE
£ "ANSI: A 118.1
£ "ISI: Type 1 Adhesive

Technical parameters

£ Color / Appearance Grey and Fine Powder
£ Bulk Density 1450-1550 Kgs per Cubic Meter
£ Pot life Upto 90 minutes
£ Open time 10-15 minutes
£ Split Tensile Strength, N/mm2 at 28 days 0.44 N/mm2
£ Tensile adhesion strength @ 28 days Initial > 0.5 Mpa,  After immersion > 0.5 Mpa
£ Compressive strength @ 28 days > 12 MPA  to 18mpa

Substrate: The surfaces on which the block work has to be done shall be sound 

and confirm to good design, rigid, clean and free of dirt, oil, grease, curing 
compounds, form release agents or loose plaster and paint For economy the 
surfaces should be level and true within 1.5mm in 1.0m

Surface Preparation:
A) Ensure the substrate is clean and free from impurities like dust, dirt, debris, 

oil, grease, curing   agents, existing paints, loose plaster etc.

B)D ampen the surface before application of adhesive

C)C lean the back of block for any dust or coating.

Mixing: The product can be mixed by hand or slow speed electric drill mixer 

(less than 300 rpm). Pour water in a clean container and then add the AAC Block 
adhesive until the mixture becomes creamy and plastic. Do Not Over mix.  Leave 
the mix to slake for 5-10 min and remix before use. Mix only sufficient 
quantity of adhesive for immediate need.

Proportion: Approximately 1 bag of 40 Kg of AAC Block Adhesive with 10-12  ltrs 

of Water. Adjust quantity of liquid to obtain proper consistency. 

Installation: Wet the surface and remove the excess water before applying the adhesive. 

Ensure the area is shaded from sunlight. The adhesive shall be applied with the flat side 
of the trowel using a scraping motion to work the material into good contact with the 
surface to be covered. Additional mortar is then applied with the notched edge of the 
trowel.

Application: 

A) thin bed mortar for laying blocks: Before placing mortar, ensure the block work to be 

dry and surfaces cleaned properly. Place the mixed mortar on the block work in thin 
layers of 2 to 3 mm (or as required by engineers at site) using trowel and place 
the next layer of blocks on the mortar. Keep joints between the blocks as 
required by the site engineers and fill the joints with the mixed mortar, using 
a trowel. Check the plumb of the wall while laying the blocks to keep the walls 
perfectly vertical to the plumb. 

B)  As Adhesive to install tiles: AAC Block Adhesive can be used as a thin-set 

adhesive to install tiles on AAC Block/Fly ash brick walls. Use a suitable notch 
trowel to achieve desired thickness of adhesive for installation of tiles on 
the wall. The most important standard to keep in mind is to ensure that the 
piece of block is completely bedded in the mortar or adhesive with 100% 
coverage after Beat in. Excess mortar on adhesive shall be cleaned from the 
surface of the blocks with wet cloth or sponge while the mortar is fresh.

Shelf Life: 12 months from the date of manufacturing in a sealed condition



COMPARISON BETWEEN AAC BLOCKS AND CLAY BRICKS

clay brick vs modcrete blocks

production

NO. PARAMETER AAC BLOCK CLAY BRICK

1. Structural Cost Steel saving upto 20% No such saving

2. Cement Mortar for Requires less due to flat even number Requires more due to irregular more surfaces & less surface & 
 Plaster & Masonry of joints number of joints
   
3. Breakage & Utilization Negligible breakage almost 100% utilization is  Average 10 to 12% breakage, so 100% utilization not 
  possible  possible

4. Labour output Approximately double of conventional brick Comparatively slow  

5. Quality Uniform & Consistent Normally Varies

6. Efflorescence No such chance, which improves the durability Most chances are there
   of wall along with plaster & paint in a long run

8. Carpet Area More due to less thickness of walling material  Comparatively low  

9. Storage Readily available at any time & any short  Particularly in monsoon, stock season in a  at site is 
  notice so no storage required compulsory which block large working space      

10. Maintenance Less due to its superior finish Comparatively High
 
11. Soil Consumption Zero soil consumption. Primary raw material for AAC  One Sq ft of carpet area with clay brick walling will 
  blocks is fly ash. This fly ash is industrial waste  consume 25.5 kg of top soil.
  generated by coal-based thermal power plants.    

12. Fuel Consumption One Sq ft of carpet area with AAC blocks will consume One Sq ft of carpet area with clay  will consume  
  1 kg of pet coke with controlled bricks emission. 8 kg of coal without any control on emissions.      

13. CO2 Emission One Sq ft of carpet area will emit 2.2 kg of Co2. One Sq ft of carpet area will emit 17.6 kg of Co2.     

15. Production Facility State-of-the-art factory facility. Unhealthy working conditions due to toxic gases.   

16. Tax Contribution Contributes to government taxes in form of Central Lesser contribution to government exchequer in 
  Excise, VAT and Octroi. terms of Taxes and    Excise.   

17. Size 625 mm x 200 / 240 mm x 100-300 mm 225 mm x 100 mm x 65 mm

18. Variation in Size 1.5 mm (+/-) 5 mm (+/-)

19. Compressive Strength 3-5 N/m2 (can be higher as per requirement) Can be 7.5 N/m2 

20. Dry Density 551-650 kg/m3 1800 kg/m3

21. Fire Resistance (8″wall) Up to 4 hours. Around 2 hours  

22. Cost Benefit Reduction in dead weight leading to savings in steel,  None
  plaster and concrete. 

23. Energy Saving Approximately 30% for heating and cooling. None

24. Raw Material  Fly ash, Quick Lime Powder, Cement, Gypsum & Aluminum                Valuable Top Soil and Coal   

25. Construction speed Rapid construction Slow construction

26. Breakage Very less breakage About 20-25%

27. Heat Insulation Very good insulation Poor insulator in comparison to    AAC

28. Mortar Consumption 0.5 bags of cement 1.35 bags of cement
 M3 with 1:6

29. Course sand for Mortar 3 bags of sand 8 bags of sand

30. Readymade Mortar 30kg per cubic meter (can be used with cement mortar also) can not be used with readymade mortar



versitile
uses

Hospitality

Commercial & IndustrialSingle & Multi Housing

Roof InsulationFire Resistance Solutions

Independent Houses

Schools Universities & Dorms Boundary Walls

Cinemas & Malls Construction in hilly area



SAVINGS

Increase in Carpet Area- With the use of MODCRETE AAC Blocks, the wall width can be optimized to 

create 2-8 % additional valuable floor space. More so, with reduction in dead load on structure due 

to light weight, the sizes of structural elements can be optimized to minimize wall thickness and 

create additional floor space.

Saving in Steel- Steel is one of the major components of construction activity. So the amount of steel 

used depends on the load to be taken by the building, the dead weight of the structure and the super 

structure is also taken into consideration in the calculation of the steel requirement. The dead load 

of masonry work reduces by approximately 66% and structural steel can be saved up to 20% designing 

optimally depending on type of structure and soil. 

Saving in Mortar- The bricks or blocks are used in walls and walls are mostly plastered with cement / 

sand mortar, the dimensions of the bricks/blocks play a very crucial role in determining the 

quantum of plastering material used. AAC Blocks are 7-15 times bigger than Red Clay Bricks 

resulting saving in mortar and substantial saving is achieved in plastering due to precision and 

consistency in dimensions.

Saving in Foundation Cost- Due to AAC block's light weight, it saves the steel and concrete in 

foundation.

Rapid construction- One solid AAC Block of 62.5 cm x 20 cm x 24 cm (0.03 Cubic meter) is equivalent in 

volume to approx. 15 standard bricks of 7.5 cm x 23 cm x 11.5 Cm (0.00198375 Cubic meter) yet less than 

1/5 the weight, leading to fast laying. Using thin-set mortar in 2 mm (1/16'') joints avoids the time 

consuming handling and mixing of conventional mortar.

Easy piping and cabling - Installation of plumbing pipes in kitchens, bathrooms for water and sewage 

can easily and manually be cut into the AAC wall, faster than in any other block work. Wires will be 

installed in grooves easily cut with a manual chasing tool, services such as pipes and cables can be 

installed after walls are ready.

Design Flexibility - AAC Blocks are available in various sizes, can cover the same area as up to 15 Red 

Clay bricks and by using thinner blocks (6'' instead of 9'' partition wall) leads to an increased carpet 

area between 3-5%. This provides filexability in design by providing walls independent of beams by 

virtue of its light weight. 

Good Thermal Insulation - Capital and running Cost of air-conditioning is reduced substantially due to 

high thermal insulation. 

Good Sound Insulation - AAC can be used on buildings along rail tracks, main highways, airports, 

railway station. This is an ideal walling  material for hospitals and schools. Huge savings is achieved 

by avoiding double/twin/cavity wall.



2. Mix Thin-bed Mortar and Prepare Large Grain Mortar for Base Course

Prepare in a plastic bucket and add clean water. Follow directions on 

the bag (Premix Mortar). Mix thoroughly for a minimum of 5 minutes. 

Remix before application. The consistency should allow mortar to flow 

easily through a notched trowel, leaving the shape of the teeth in the 

mortar bed (mortar will have a toothpaste like consistency). Mortar 

workability time is 4 hours. Prepare large grain mortar in a separate 

bucket, following directions on the bag.

3.  Laying the First Course

First lay a mock-up of the first course. Then, start with setting corner 

blocks, and lay the first course over large grain mortar leveling bed 

(minimum thickness 3/8” maximum thickness 1”). For the remaining first 

course of blocks, Apply AAC thin-bed mortar to the vertical joints using 

an appropriate AAC notched trowel (the outside edges of the trowel should 

just fit over the block). Once the first course is placed, use a brush to 

clean the block surface before applying the AAC mortar. Thin bed mortar 

joints must be a minimum of 1/16” thick, and not more than 1/8”. After 

installing each block, immediately check to make sure they are level and 

plumb. Any correction must be done within 5 minutes by tapping lightly 

with a rubber mallet. The leveling course should be placed and allowed to 

set prior to proceeding to the next course.

4.  Cutting Blocks (Adjustments and Chases)

Use an AAC hand saw or AAC band saw to cut blocks to specific lengths 

(adjustment pieces). A large square or framing square is useful in marking 

blocks for straight cuts. A wooden saw back rasp/scrapper can be used to 

even out openings and leveling blocks. 

TOOLS

v  Mortar mixer tools

v  Bowl with cogs

v  Rubber hammer: using for adjust the blocks

v  Eke: the angel measure equipment

v  Rubbing tools: using to make flat face for AAC wall panels

v  Hand saw: using to cut blocks

v  Grooving tools: using to set up electrical system

OTHER TOOLS

v  Mason's level (4' and/or 6')

v Plastic bucket (square or oval)

v Hand saw

v AAC square

v AAC band saw

v Router

v Safety equipment (Hard hat, gloves, goggles, dust mask, apron

1.  Mark and Layout on the Slab or Floor

After slab/floor/ground placement is complete, use a transit and chalk 

line to layout the position of the walls and openings (Verify all rough 

openings with window and door frame types prior to layout). Check the 

wall lines marked on the slab to locate the highest point with a laser 

level or level transit. This will be the top of the leveling course. Use 

batten boards with string line pulled taught. This will be set at the 

height of the leveling course. At the same time, the line should be 

checked using a line level or laser. The first course must be set 

perfectly straight and level.

Rapid Construction Installation Guide Rapid Construction Installation Guide



8. After the First Course has Set, Begin Laying Subsequent Courses

For subsequent courses, use only AAC thin-bed mortar on all joints 

between AAC blocks. When laying block to block, set backside of block 

down and then set butting face of block into position. Do not set block 

then slide into place. Use a brush to clean the block surface before mortar 

application. After block installation, remove spilled mortar using a joint 

knife. When using the knife, hold at an angle towards the block and scrape 

at a downward 45 degree angle. This will help avoid catching the blade in 

the joints. Overlapping of block minimum is 6” and should be kept 

consistent for a running bond. Check alignment and level after each unit 

installation to achieve a plumbed wall. Metal strip ties should be placed 

every two courses at Connection of secondary walls to main walls, 

Connection of walls to columns and Control joints.

9. Installing AAC Cored-block in Subsequent Layers for Vertical Dowels and 

Utilities. 

The cored openings on AAC cored-blocks must be properly aligned when 

installing between courses. Ensure that vertical reinforcing bar from the 

slab overlaps with additional vertical reinforcing bar in the wall to 

comply with reinforcement requirements. See structural Engineer of 

Records construction documents for all lap splicing requirements. 

7. Layout Control Joints in First Course

The location of control joints should be specified in the Engineer of 

Records construction documents. Control joints are vertical joints taken 

through the full wall thickness and from bottom (first course) to top. The 

width of the control joints should be a minimum of 3/8” wide, but no more 

than 1/2” wide. Control joints shall be provided at a spacing of 3 times the 

wall height or at a maximum of 24' -0” on center unless otherwise noted by 

the Engineer of Record.

6. Installing AAC

Cored-block for Vertical Reinforcing in First Course. Use AAC cored-

block to place vertical grouted reinforcing. If the vertical reinforcing 

was not wet set, locate and install by drilling, and epoxy as per the 

manufactures installation requirements.

Rapid Construction Installation Guide Rapid Construction Installation Guide



11.  AAC Lintels Installation

Select AAC Lintel size and site location as specified by Engineer of Record 

construction drawings. AAC Lintels can be lifted into position by manual 

means, if raised to intermediate heights first. Equipment can also be used 

for lifting, such as a long reach forklift or small crane. Care should be 

taken to avoid breakage.

 12. Building On-site Lintels Using U-block

When the use of AAC Lintels is not possible, and depending on the span and 

service loads, lintels over door and window openings can be made on site 

using AAC U-blocks. All reinforcing for building on site AAC U-block 

lintels is as per Engineer of Records construction documents. Install 

temporary bearer and shoring before placing U-blocks. Apply AAC thin-

bed mortar to the vertical joints. Once the U-blocks are set, place 

reinforcing and fill with non-shrink grout as per the Engineer of Records 

contract documents.

13. Installing U-blocks to Build Bond Beams

Generally, bond beams are required through the top of the exterior and 

interior walls. Place one U-block course, applying AAC thin-bed mortar 

on all joint surfaces. At each vertical dowel location, drill at a minimum 

of 3” diameter hole using a standard paddle bit in the bottom side of the 

U-block so that vertical bars can be engaged into the bond beam, to 

comply with the reinforcement requirements. All reinforcing and anchor 

bolts must be in place and checked prior to grouting solid

Rapid Construction Installation Guide Rapid Construction Installation Guide



DENSITY, STRENGTH & THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

S. No Density in oven dry condition Compressive Strength (Min) Thermal Conductivity

(5)
W/m.k

0.21

0.24

0.30

0.37

0.42

Grade-1
(3)
N/SQmm

Grade-2
(4)
N/SQmm

2.0 1.5

4.0 3.0

5.0 4.0

6.0 5.0

7.0 6.0

(2)
Kg/CM

451 to 550

551 to 650

651 to 750

751 to 850

851 to 1000

(1)

i

ii

iii

iv

v

Indian Standard for AAC blocks

Bureau of Indian Standard Code no - 2185(Part-3):1984

Phisical sizes of AAC blocks (Clause 3.2) Concrete Block shall be referred so by its nominal 

dimensions. The term ‘nominal’ means that the dimension includes the thickness of the 

mortar joint. 

In addition, blocks shall be manufactured in half lengths of 200, 250 or 300 mm corresponding to 

the full length. modcrete block sizes are also available in 625 mm length and 240mm width 

On tolerances of AAC block sizes
Clause 3.2.3 The maximum variation in the length of the units shall not be more than +- 5mm and 

the maximum variation in the height and width of the unit, not more than +-3mm.

625mm (24.6 in)

200, 240mm (7.27, 9.45in)

100, 115, 125, 150, 200, 225, 250, 300mm (4, 4½, 5, 6, 8, 9 10, 12 in)

However standard sizes are 625x200x200 & 625x200x100



PROFESSIONALS BEHIND THE PRODUCTION 
REAL STATE PROFESSIONALS WITH PROVEN RECORD
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